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MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Page ii  FOREWORD  This Manual of Standard - for Licensing/ Rating of Air Traffic Control Personnel , third Edition, August 2015 has been issued by the Director General, Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal, using his authority vested in him pursuant to Rule 82 of Civil Aviation Regulation,2058 B.S.( 2002 A.D.) .This Manual of Standards for Licensing/ Rating of Air Traffic Control Personnel contains the standards, requirements and procedures pertaining to the licensing and rating requirements of air traffic control personnel.  The Air Navigation Services Safety Standards Department (ANSSSD) of the Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal administers the licensing and rating of Air Traffic Controllers.  This edition is issued and amended under the authority of Director General of CAAN and incorporates basically: 
� Provision of Check ATCO 
� suspension and revocation procedure, 
� provisions for the appointment of OJTI   
� additional terminologies in definition chapter  
� necessary amendments including in the provision of student license, OJT period, DCATCO etc.   

 While developing this manual of standards, ICAO Annex 1, PELR, iimplementation of ICAO Language Proficiency Requirements ( ICAO DOC.9835), Standards of EU and other Civil Aviation documents have been used as the basis. This is a controlled document and is subject to periodic review. Air navigation Services Safety standards Department will maintain this document as complete, accurate and up-dated as possible. Comments and recommendations for revision/amendment action to this publication should be forwarded to the Director of ANS Safety Standards Department. 
 …………………. Director General Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal 
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1. DEFINITIONS   
Accredited medical conclusion: The conclusion reached by one or more medical experts acceptable to the Licensing Authority for the purposes of the case concerned, in consultation with flight operations or other experts as necessary.  
Aerodrome:  a defined area on land or water (including any buildings, installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft. 
 
Aerodrome Control Service: Air Traffic Control Service for aerodrome traffic.  
Aerodrome  Control  Tower:a  unit  established  to  provide  Air  Traffic  Control Service to aerodrome traffic. 
 
AIP: A publication issued by or with the authority of a state and containing aeronautical information of a lasting character essential to air navigation.  
Air Traffic Controller License: A document that identifies a person as a qualified air traffic controller and contains personal, medical and professional qualifications including details of ratings, endorsements and current competence/validity. 
Air Traffic Control Service: A service provided for the purpose of:  a) Preventing collisions:  i) between aircraft, and  ii) on the maneuvering area between aircraft and obstructions; and  b) Expediting and maintaining an orderly flow of air traffic.  
Air Traffic Service: A generic term meaning variously flight information service, alerting service, air traffic advisory service, air traffic control service (area control service, approach control service or aerodrome control service).  
Air Traffic: All aircraft in flight or operating on the maneuvering area of an aerodrome. 
Approach Control Service: Air Traffic Control Service for arriving or departing controlled flights.  
Approach Control Unit:  a unit established to provide air traffic control service to controlled flights arriving at, or departing from, one or more aerodromes. 
 
Area Control Service:  Air Traffic Control Service for controlled flights in control areas. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Page 2  Third Amendment,  May, 2019    Approved  training.  Training  conducted  under  special  curricula  and  supervision approved by a Contracting State.  
Approved training organization  An organization approved by and operating under the supervision of a Contracting State in accordance with the requirements of Annex 1 to perform approved training. 
ATS  surveillance service:   A  term  used to indicate a  service  provided  directly  by means of an ATS surveillance system. 
 
ATS surveillance system :A generic term meaning variously, ADS-B, PSR, SSR or any comparable ground-based system that enables the identification of aircraft. 
 
Check Air Traffic Control Officer (CATCO): An ATCO duly authorized by the licensing authority for the assessment of ATCOs for the purpose of issue, renewal and revalidation of ATC license or rating. 
 
Civil Aviation Medical Assessor (CAMA): A physician, appointed by the Licensing Authority, qualified and experienced in the practice of aviation medicine and competent in evaluating and assessing medical conditions of flight safety significance.  
Note 1.—CAMA evaluates medical reports submitted to the Licensing Authority by 
medical examiners. Note 2.—CAMA are expected to maintain the currency of their 
professional knowledge.  

 
Competence: A combination of skills, knowledge, experience and attitudes required to to provide the air traffic control services stated in an air traffic controller's licenseto the prescribed standard.  
Competency.A combination of skills, knowledge and attitudes required to perform a  task to the prescribed standard 
 
Decrease in Medical Fitness: It is a state or period when there is diminished medical fitness that may be attributable to illness , injuries, drugs or physical, Physiological or mental stresses or finding outside the prescribed normal ranges , which lasts usually for certain period of time and temporary nature.  
Designated Check ATCO (DCATCO): An ATCO from ANSP duly designated by the licensing authority for the assessment of ATCOs for the purpose of issue, renewal and revalidation of ATC rating. 
  



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Page 3  Third Amendment,  May, 2019    Designated Medical Examiner (DME):Aphysician with training in aviation medicine and practical knowledge and experience of the aviation environment who is designated by the licensing authority to conduct medical examinations of fitness of applicants for licences or rating for which medical requirements are prescribed. 
Endorsement: An entry in an ATC license indicating the air traffic control Unit and the operational positions or sectors at which a controller may exercise the privileges of the valid rating or ratings included in the ATC license. 
Flight Information Service: A service provided for the purpose of giving advice and information useful for the safe and efficient conduct of flights.  
Flight Plan:  specified information provided to Air Traffic Services Units, relative to an intended flight or portion of a flight of an aircraft. 
 
Human Performance: Human capabilities and limitations which have an impact on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical operations  
Licensing Authority: The Director General of Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal is the licensing authority responsible for licensing/ rating of ATC personnel.  
 
Medical Assessment:  It means the evidence issued by licensing authority that the holder meets specific requirements of medical fitness. It is issued following an evaluation by the licensing authority of the reports submitted by the authorized medical examiners who conducted the examination of the applicant for the license.   
Medical assessor.A physician, appointed by the Licensing Authority, qualified and experienced in the practice of aviation medicine and competent in evaluating and assessing medical conditions of flight safety significance. 
 Note 1.— Medical assessors evaluate medical reports submitted to the Licensing Authority by 
medical examiners.  

 Note 2.— Medical assessors are expected to maintain the currency of their professional 
knowledge. 

Medical examiner.A physician with training in aviation medicine and practical knowledge and experience of the aviation environment, who is designated by the Licensing Authority toconduct medical examinations of fitness of applicants for licences or ratings for which medical requirements are prescribed. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Page 4  Third Amendment,  May, 2019   On-the-Job-Training (OJT):  The integration in practice of previously acquired job-related routines and skills under the supervision of a qualified On-the-Job-Training instructor in a live traffic situation. 
On-the-Job-Training Instructor (OJTI): A rated ATCO, with an OJTI endorsement on ATC license authorized to supervise and conduct on the job training of ATCOs. 
Problematic Use of Substances.the use of one or more  psychoactive substances by aviation personnel in a way that:     constitutes  a  direct  hazard  to  the  user  or  endangers  the  lives,  health  or   welfare of others; and/or     causes or worsens an occupational, social, mental or physical problem or disorder 
Psychoactive Substances.Alcohol, opioids, cannabinoids, sedatives and hypnotics, cocaine, other psycho-stimulants, hallucinogens, and volatile solvents, whereas coffee and tobacco are excluded. 
 

Rated Air Traffic Controller:  An Air Traffic Controller holding a license and valid rating appropriate to the privileges to be exercised. 
Rating: An authorization entered on or associated with a license and forming part thereof, stating special conditions, privileges or limitations pertaining to such license.  
 
Student Air Traffic Controller: Selected individuals who have successfully completed basic ATS training from ATC – Approved Training Organization to enable them to obtain qualifications prior to commencement of Unit training.  
Student Air Traffic Controller Certificate: A certificate issued to a student air traffic controller after successful completion of certificate examination to permit the holder to commence OJT in the “live” air traffic control environment under the supervision of OJTI. 
 
Threat.  Events or errors that occur beyond the influence of the  flight crew, increase operational complexity and which must be managed to maintain the margin of safety.  
Threat  Management.The  process  of  detecting  and  responding  to  the  threats  with  countermeasures  that  reduce  or  eliminate  the  consequences  of  threats,  and  mitigate the probability of errors or undesired states. 
 
Valid ATC License: An ATC license, recognized by the Licensing Authority, permitting a controller to exercise the privileges of the valid ratings included in that license, at the places and operational positions or sectors for which the ratings are endorsed. 
 
Valid Rating: A rating permitting a controller to exercise the privileges of the rating in accordance with the endorsements included in the ATC license.
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AIP  Aeronautical Information publication  
ANSP  Air Navigation Service Provider  
ANSSSD  Air Navigation Services Safety Standards Department  
ATC  Air Traffic Control / Air Traffic Controller 
ATCO  Air Traffic Control Officer 
ATS  Air Traffic Services  
ATS/SAR Air Traffic Services/ Search and Rescue 
CASRD Civil Aviation Safety Regulation Directorate 
CAAN  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal  
CAME Civil Aviation Medical Examiner  
CAR Civil Aviation Requirements 
CATCO Check Air Traffic Control Officer 
DCATCO Designated Check Air Traffic Control Officer 
DME Designated Medical Examiner 
ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organization  
OJT  On-The –Job Training  
OJTI  On-The-Job Training Instructor  
PELR  Personnel Licensing Requirements  
TRPED Training, Rating andPerformanceEvaluation Division 
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3.1  General Provisions  
3.1.1.  This Manual of Standards for Licensing/ Rating of Air Traffic Control Personnel contains the standards, requirements and procedures pertaining to the certification/ licensing and rating requirements of air traffic control personnel. In this Manual, the term service provider refers to the air navigation service provider (ANSP).  
3.1.2.  This Manual is mainly based on compliance with ICAO Annex 1and PELR.  
3.1.3.   The service provider shall adhere to the provisions of this manual.  
3.1.4.  When the service provider is not able to comply with any standards specified or referenced in this manual, the service provider shall apply to DG CA for exemption or deviation from the relevant standards. Applications shall be supported in writing with the reasons for such exemption or deviation including any safety assessment of other studies undertaken.  
3.1.5.  Any exemption or deviation granted to the service provider shall also be recorded in the appropriate service provider’s operations manual. These manuals shall also contain the details of the exemption or deviation, such as the reason that the exemption or deviation was requested and any resultant limitations or conditions imposed.  
3.1.6.  No person shall work as an air traffic controller unless s/he holds a valid student air traffic controller certificate or air traffic controller license as prescribed by CAAN. However, under special circumstances, DGCA may authorize an un-licensed person having necessary training, qualifications, language and medical to provide air traffic services under the supervision of a rated controller for a maximum period of one year.  
3.2.   General rules concerning licenses 
 
3.2.1.  Student air traffic controller certificate/licenses 
 3.2.1.1.   A student air traffic controller certificate shall be issued in accordance with this manual.  3.2.1.2.  To ensure that the student air traffic controller do not constitute hazard to air navigation, they shall only work under the supervision of a rated controller.  3.2.1.3.  All air traffic controllers shall be in possession of a valid student air traffic controller certificate before receiving instruction in an operational environment. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Page 7  Amendment No. 2  January, 2018    3.2.1.4.  Student air traffic controller certificate shall not be issued unless the applicant fulfills the requirements mentioned in para 3.2.3, 3.2.9 and 4.1.1 
3.2.2.   Air traffic controller license  3.2.2.1.  An air traffic controller license shall be issued in accordance with the requirements of PELR and this manual.  3.2.2.2.  All rated air traffic controllers shall be in possession of a valid air traffic controller license before they can provide any air traffic service.  3.2.2.3.  ATC license shall not be issued unless the applicant fulfills the requirements mentioned in para 3.2.3, 3.2.9 and 4.1.1  
 
3.2.3.   Medical fitness  
 3.2.3.1.  The applicant for an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controller certificate shall hold a valid Class 3medical assessment issued in accordance with the provisions contained in Section 6.1 of this manual. 
3.2.4.   Privileges of the holder of a certificate/license 3.2.4.1.  Subject to the validity of certificate, a student air traffic controller certificate, authorizes the holder to work in a particular ATS system/unit under the direct supervision of a rated controller on that particular ATS unit and is qualified to commence On-the-Job Training in the rating discipline(s) in which he has successfully completed initial training.  3.2.4.2.  Subject to the validity of license an air traffic control license authorizes the holder to exercise the privileges of any current air traffic controller ratings or validations held.  3.2.4.3.  The certificate/license shall be retained by the person to whom it has been issued and be available for presentation on demand whenever the privileges of the certificate/licenseare being exercised.  
3.2.5.   Roles and responsibilities  
 3.2.5.1.  An air traffic controller license holder who provides an air traffic control service shall be responsible for ensuring s/he;  a) is competent to provide the air traffic control services for which he/she holds valid rating(s);  b) complies with the requirements for maintaining currency;  c) is not fatigued to an extent that may endanger the safety of aircraft to which he/she is providing an air traffic control service;  d) complies with any conditions associated with the medical certificate; 
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 3.2.6.1.  The student air traffic controlcertificate shall have a validity of 24months from the date of issue.. 

Note: The student phase ends with the issue of an air traffic controller license and its 
associated rating. 3.2.6.2.  The validity of the air traffic controller license shall coincide with the validity of the medical certification, unless otherwise stated.  3.2.6.3.  An air traffic controller shall not be authorized to exercise the privileges of any rating if the period of validity of his license has expired.  3.2.6.4.  The maintenance of the currency of the license/certificateshall be the responsibility of the certificate/license holder.  

3.2.7.   Decrease in medical fitness  
 3.2.7.1.  The holders of a student air traffic control certificate and an air traffic controller license shall not exercise the privileges of their certificatelicenses and related ratings at any time when they are aware of any decrease in their medical fitness which might render them unable to safely and properly exercise these privileges.  
 
3.2.8.   Use of psychoactive substances  
 3.2.8.1 The holders of student air traffic control certificateand an air traffic controller license shall not exercise the privileges of their licenses/certificates and related ratings while under the influence of any psychoactive substance which might render them unable to safely and properly exercise these privileges.  3.2.8.2.  The holders of student air traffic controlcertificate and an air traffic controller license shall not engage in a problematic use of substances. 3.2.8.3  CAAN Advisory circular for blood alcohol testing issue number  001,  issued by    Flight  Safety Standard Department shall be followed as a detail guidance while    conducting blood alcohol test.
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 3.2.9.1.  Air traffic controllers shall demonstrate the ability to speak and understand the language used for radiotelephony communications to the level specified in the language proficiency requirements in Appendix C of this Manual ( more detail in  Implementation of ICAO Language Proficiency Requirements ( ICAO DOC.9835) 
 3.2.9.2.  TheOperational Level -Level 4 is the minimum required proficiency level for radiotelephony communication.  
 3.2.9.3.  The language proficiency of air traffic controllers who demonstrate proficiency below the Expert Level (Level 6) shall be formally evaluated at intervals in accordance with an individual’s demonstrated proficiency level, as follows:  
 a) Those demonstrating language proficiency at the Operational Level (Level 4) shall be evaluated at least once every three years; and   b) Those demonstrating language proficiency at the Extended Level (Level 5) shall be evaluated at least once every six years.  3.2.9.10 Air Navigation Service Providers shall develop a “English for Aviation Language” training/test programme within the organization to satisfy CAAN requirement.  
3.2.10  Decrease in language proficiency The holders of a student air traffic control certificate and an air traffic controller license shall not exercise the privileges of their licenses and related ratings at any time when they are aware of any decrease in their proficiency level as specified in 3.2.9.2
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RATINGS 

 
4.1.   Student air traffic controller certificate(ATC-SC) 

4.1.1.   Requirements for the issue of the certificate 4.1.1.1.  To be eligible for a student air traffic controllercertificate, a person shall:  
  a ) Age: 
  Be at least 21 years of age,  
  

 b ). Qualification: Have an education qualification similar to the basic entry qualification of an ATS personnel at 7th level as mentioned in CAAN employee's facility, service and condition regulations – 2056 (with latest amendment),  
  

 c).Training: Have completed and passed an approved training course from an approved training organization.   
d).Medical: 
 Hold a current Class 3 Medical Assessment as per para 3.2.3. 

  
e) Language  
 The applicant shall meet the language proficiency as per para3.2.9.   
 f). Knowledge:  Have demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to the holder of a student air traffic controller certificate, in at least the following subjects: 

 
 i)   Air law: Rules and regulations relevant to the air traffic controller;  
ii) Air traffic control equipment: Principles, use and limitations of equipment used in air traffic control;  
iii) General knowledge: Principles of flight; principles of operation and functioning of aircraft, power plants and systems; aircraft performances relevant to air traffic control operations;  
iv) Human performance: Human performance including principles of threat and error management;  
v) Meteorology: Aeronautical meteorology; use and appreciation of meteorological documentation and information; origin and characteristics of weather phenomena affecting flight operations and safety; altimetry 
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vii)Operational procedures: Air traffic control, communication,   radiotelephony and phraseology procedures (routine, non-routine and   emergency); use of the relevant aeronautical documentation; safety   practices associated with flight.  4.1.1.2.  Application for student air traffic controller certificate: The applicant shall apply to licensing and rating division, ANSSSD in written for acquiring student air traffic controller certificate with the following documents,  
 a. Duly completed and signed application form (Attachment E)  
 b. Copy of class III medical assessment certificate  
 c. Copy of language proficiency certificate  
 d. Copy of basic training certificate  
 e. Copy of academic qualification as per 4.1.1.1 (b)  
 f. Two color photographs  
 g. Fee voucher if applicable   4.1.1.3.  Upon receiving the application, the licensing and rating division shall examine all the documentation and if satisfied forward to the Director ANSSSD for further processing.  

 4.1.1.4.  Certificatewill only be issued to the applicant after the applicant successfully passes the certificateexamination, then only he/she will be eligible for unit training as  required by MATS Nepal. 
4.1.2.   Certificate Examinations  4.1.2.1.  A written test shall be conducted for the purpose of evaluating personnel qualification requirements for student air traffic controller certificate. Detail of the test and syllabus is on Appendix-A.  4.1.2.2.  Failure to obtain at least 70% marks in the written exam shall necessitate supplementary written examination. The supplementary examination shall not be conducted within 15 days of the first examination.  4.1.2.3.  If a person fails on supplementary written examination, the application shall be forwarded to flight operation director/ airport chief who shall be responsible for deciding if further training should be granted prior to conducting a further written examination
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 4.1.2.5. The validity of student ATC certificate will be of 24 months  
 
4.1.3.   Signature required  4.1.3.1.  A student air traffic controller certificate shall be signed by the successful applicant upon the grant, or replacement of the certificate in the presence of an authorized officer from the ANSSSD.  
4.1.4.   Issue of duplicate student air traffic controller certificate 
 4.1.4.1.  When a student air traffic controller certificate has been lost or defaced before its expiry, the holder of the certificatemay apply to licensing &rating division, ANSSSD for the issue of a duplicate certificate. 4.1.4.2.  Licensing & rating division shall forward the application to the Director ANSSSD for further processing.  4.1.4.3.  An annotation will be stamped on first page on the duplicate certificate issued as under "DUPLICATE"  
4.1.5.   Revocation and suspension of a student air traffic controllercertificate 4.1.5.1.  A student air traffic controller certificate may be provisionally suspended pending an investigation into the case.  4.1.5.2.  On sufficient ground being shown after due inquiry, a student air traffic controller certificate may be revoked or suspended. In such cases, the holder of the certificateshall surrender it immediately to the ANSSSD.  
4.1.6.   Disciplinary action  4.1.6.1.  A person found guilty of having intentionally mutilating, altering or misplacing a certificate is guilty of an offence under the civil aviation regulations, and is liable for a disciplinary action under the regulations.  
4.2.   Requirements for Air Traffic Controller License  
 
4.2.1.   General eligibility requirements for the issue of the license  

  
 a ) Age: 

  Be at least 21 years of age, 
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 b ) Qualification: Have an education qualification similar to the basic entry qualification of an ATS personnel at 7th level as mentioned in CAAN employee's facility, service and condition regulations – 2056 (with latest amendment),   
 c) Training: Have completed and passed an approved training course from an approved training organization.   
d) Medical: 
 Hold a current Class 3 Medical Assessment as mentioned in para 3.2.3 

  
e) Language  
 The applicant shall meet the language proficiency as per para3.2.9.   
 f) Knowledge:  Have demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to the holder of a student air traffic controller license, in at least the following subjects:  

i)  Air law: Rules and regulations relevant to the air traffic controller;  
ii)  Air traffic control equipment: Principles, use and limitations of equipment used in air traffic control;  
iii) General knowledge: Principles of flight; principles of operation and functioning of aircraft, power plants and systems; aircraft performances relevant to air traffic control operations;  
iv) Human performance: Human performance including principles of threat and error management;  
v) Meteorology: Aeronautical meteorology; use and appreciation of meteorological documentation and information; origin and characteristics of weather phenomena affecting flight operations and safety; altimetry  
vi) Navigation: Principles of air navigation; principle, limitation and accuracy of navigation systems and visual aids;  
vii) Operational procedures: Air traffic control, communication, radiotelephony and phraseology procedures (routine, non-routine and emergency); use of the relevant aeronautical documentation; safety practices associated with flight.  

g) Experience: shall have experience  and assessment requirements for at least  one  air traffic controller rating set out in 4.3.  4.2.2.    Issue ofair traffic controller license 4.2.2.1 The applicant meeting the requirements mentioned in para 4.2.1 shall apply to, Licensing and Rating Division, ANS Safety Standards Department in written for acquiring air traffic controller license with the following documents, 
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 b. Copy of class III medical assessment certificate  
 c. Copy of language proficiency certificate  
 d. Copy of basic training certificate 
 e. Copy of academic qualification as per 4.2.1.1 (b)  
 f. Report of OJTI    g. Two color photographs  
 h. Fee voucher, if applicable 
  4.2.2.2.   Upon receiving the application, the licensing and rating division shall examine all the    documentation  and if satisfied, forward to the Director ANSSSD for further processing.   4.2.2.3.  Licenseshall be issued to the applicant after the applicant successfully passes the licensing examination as mentioned in 4.2.3 and relevant rating assessment as mentioned in 4.3.7  4.2.2.4.  An air traffic controller license shall be signed by the successful applicant upon issuance, or replacement of the license in the presence of an authorized officer from the ANSSSD.  

4.2.3.   Licensing Examinations  4.2.3.1.  An applicant shall undergo theorywritten test for the purpose of evaluating personnel qualification requirements for ATC License. Detail of the test and syllabus is on Appendix-A.  4.2.3.2.  Failure to obtain at least 80% marks in the written exam shall necessitate supplementary written examination. The supplementary examination shall not be conducted within 15 days of the first examination.  4.2.3.3. If a person fails on supplementary written examination, the application shall be forwarded to flight operation director/ airport chief who shall be responsible for deciding if further training should be granted prior to conducting a further written examination.  4.2.3.4.  The written examination shall be a closed book and the validity of                            Written examination shall be of two years. 
 
4.2.4.  Validity and renewal of an air traffic controller license 4.2.4.1.  An air traffic controller license:shall be valid from the date of medical examination for the period of not greater than:(1.2.5.2 annex 1)  a) 48 months, if the applicant is below 40 years of age on that date;  b) 24 months, if the applicant is 40 years of age or more but less than 50 years of age on that date; or  c) 12 months from, if the applicant is 50 years of age or more on that date. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage15  Amendment No. 2  January, 2018      Note  1 :-When calculated in according with 4.2.4.1 and its sub paragraphs, the  period of   validity will,for the last month counted, include the day that has the same calendar number   as the date of the medical examinationor,if that month  has no day with that number, the    last day of the month.  Note-2:-The period of validity listed above are based on the age of the applicant  at the time of undergoing the medical examination.  4.2.4.1.1.       The period of validity of the Medical assessment may be reduced whenclinically indicated as per PELR, 2009.  4.2.4.2.  The maintenance of currency of an air traffic controller license shall be the responsibility of the license holder.  4.2.4.3.  An air traffic controller shall apply to the Licensing and Rating Division, ANSSD in written for the renewal of the license with the following documents 30 days before the expiry of his/her license,  
 a. Duly completed and signed application form (Attachment E)  
 b. Copy of class III medical assessment certificate  
 c. Fee voucher, if applicable   4.2.4.4.  Upon received of duly completed application, CATCO of ANSSSD shall examine the documentation and if satisfied shall issue/ renew the license.  

4.2.5.   Issue of duplicate air traffic controller license. 4.2.5.1 In case the license is lost, mutilated, defaced and unusable, and the applicant wishes to get a new issued, the applicant shall submit an application along with the necessary fee voucher.  4.2.5.2  Licensing & rating division shall forward the application to the Director ANSSSD for further processing. 4.2.5.3  An annotation will be stamped on the first page on the duplicate license/certificate issued, as under: "DUPLICATE” 

4.2.6   Re-Issue of air traffic controller license  
 When the license of an air traffic controller expires, an applicant shall meet all of the licensing requirements and license shall be re-issued with new license number. 

 
4.2.7.   Revocation and suspension of an air traffic controller license  4.2.7.1.  An Air traffic controller license may be provisionally suspended pending an investigation into the case. 
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4.2.7.3 In case of license holder does not meet the minimum language proficiency requirement 3.2.9.2 , license shall be provisionally suspended and holder shall be given opportunity  to fulfill the requirement within 180 days from the date of test result after which revalidation of rating shall be conducted as per para 4.3.5.2 (b), (c) and (d) .  

Note 1: License holder shall not exercised the privilege of rating during the 
provisionally suspended period. 

 
Note 2: The detail procedure for Revocation and suspension of an air traffic 
controller license is mentioned in flow chart attached herewith in Appendix H 
 

4.2.8.   Disciplinary action  
 4.2.8.1.  A person found guilty of having intentionally mutilating, altering or misplacing a license is guilty of an offence under the civil aviation regulations, and is liable for a disciplinary action under the regulations 
4.3.  Air Traffic Control Ratings  
 
4.3.1.   Categories of air traffic controller ratings  
 4.3.1.1.  Air traffic controller ratings shall comprise the following categories:  
 

 a. Aerodrome control rating (ADC);  
 b. Approach control procedural rating (APP);  
 c. Approach control surveillance rating (APP-S); and  
 d. Area control rating (ACC).  
 e Area control surveillance rating (ACC-S).  
  

4.3.2.   Requirements for air traffic controller ratings  
 4.3.2.1.  Knowledge -The applicant shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to the privilege granted, in at least the following subjects, in so far as they affect the area of responsibility.  

 a. Aerodrome control rating  
  
 i. Aerodrome layout: physical characteristic and visual aids.  ii.  Airspace structure.  iii.  Applicable rules, procedures and source of information.  
 iv.  Air navigation facilities.  
 v.  Air traffic control equipment and its use  vi.  Terrain and prominent landmarks. 
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b. Approach control procedural and area control procedural ratings  

  
 i. Airspace structure.  ii. Applicable rules, procedures and source of information.  iii. Air navigation facilities.  
 iv. Air traffic control equipment and its use.  
 v. Terrain and prominent landmarks.  vi. Characteristics of air traffic and traffic flow.  vii. Weather phenomena; and  
 viii.  Emergency and search and rescue plans; and  
  

c. Approach control surveillance and area control surveillance ratings -The applicant shall meet the requirements specified in 4.3.2.1 b) in so far they affect the area of responsibility, and shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted, in at least the following additional subjects. 
  i. Principles, use and limitations of  applicable ATS surveillance systems and associated equipment; and  ii. Procedures for the provision of ATS surveillance service, as appropriate, including procedures to ensure appropriate terrain clearance. (re write as per annex 1para4.5.2.1 c) 4.3.2.2.  Experience 

 4.3.2.2.1. The applicant shall have  a) satisfactorilycompleted an approved training course; b) provided, satisfactorily, under the supervision of an appropriately rated air traffic controller / on job training instructor (OJTI): 
1. Aerodrome control rating :an aerodrome control servicefor a period of not less than 90 hours or one month, whichever is greater, at the unit for which the rating is sought.   
2.  Approach control procedural,  approach control surveillance ,  area 

control  procedural orarea control surveillance rating - For a period of not less than 180 hours or three months, whichever is greater, at the unit for which the rating is sought;   
c. Whatsoever written in 4.3.2.2.1(b), if approach control procedural and approach control surveillance or area control procedural and area control surveillance are provided from the same unit,  total OJT period shall not be less than 180 hours or three months, whichever is greater
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d. For the approach control procedural rating or area control procedural rating, additional 10 hours simulation training shall be conducted before recommendation by OJTI.   
 Note 1: 10 hours simulation required for the airports wherever approach 

control procedural and surveillance or area control procedural and 
surveillance are provided by the same unit. 

 
 Note 2: OJT period of APP/APP-S commence after completion of ADC 

rating only. 
 
 Note 3: OJTperiod of ACC/ACC-S commence after completion of APP/APP-S 

rating only.  4.3.2.2.2. The on-the-job training of applicants for issue of license or rating shall commence with intimation to the licensing and rating division.  4.3.2.2.3. The completion of the on job training of an applicant shall be certified by the OJT instructor on the prescribed OJT form and report shall be submitted to licensing and rating division.  4.3.2.2.4.  The experience specified in 4.3.2.2.1(a) and (b) shall have been completed within the 6 months period immediately preceding application.  4.3.2.2.5.  When an applicant holds the valid rating of same position of another airport, the licensing authority may reduce the experience requirement mentioned in para 4.3.2.2.1. (a) & (b) upto: a) For aerodrome control rating: 45 hours or 15 days whichever is greater b)   For approach control procedural rating: 90 hours or 1 month whichever is greater 
   However, this provision does not apply for rating of any positions at TIA.  4.3.2.2.6. The issuance of an approach/area control surveillance rating shall require the controller to be current in approach/area control procedural rating. The controller shall maintain currency in approach control procedural rating .proficiency check will be carried out at least once in every 24 monthson approved simulator either at training  organization or  at the facility(airport) . 4.3.2.3.  Application for rating – The applicant who fulfills all the requirements for obtaining a rating shall apply to licensing and rating division, ANSSD in written with the following documents,  a. Duly completed and signed application form (Attachment E) 
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 c. Copy of language proficiency certificate  

 d. Training report from OJTI,  
 e. Fee voucher,  4.3.2.4.  Upon receiving the application, the licensing and rating division shall examine all the documentation and if satisfied, forward to the Director for further processing. 

 4.3.2.5.  Privileges  of the holder of the air traffic controller rating (s)and the conditions to be observed in exercising such privileges  4.3.2.5.1 Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in3.2.7 ,3.2.8.1 ,3.2.9 ,4.2.4.1 and 4.2.4.1.1the privileges of the holder of an air traffic controller license endorsed with one or more of the under mentioned ratings shall be: 
 a. Aerodrome control rating: to provide or to supervise the provision of aerodrome control service for the aerodrome for which the license holder is rated;   b. Approach control procedural rating: to provide or to supervise the provision of approach control service for the aerodrome or aerodromes for which the license holder is rated ,within the airspace or portion thereof, under the jurisdiction of the unit providing approach control service;   c. Approach control surveillance rating: to provide and/or supervise the provision of approach control service with the use of applicable ATS surveillance systems for the aerodrome or aerodromes for which the license holder is rated within the airspace or portion thereof, under the jurisdiction of the unit providing approach control service  d. Area control procedural rating: to provide and/or supervise the provision of area control servicewithin the control area or portion thereof,for which the license holder is rated; and  e. Area control surveillance rating: to provide and/or supervise the provision of area control service with the use of an ATS surveillance system, within the control area or portion thereof, for which the license holder is rated. 
 4.3.2.5.2  Before exercising the privileges indicated in paragraph 4.3.2.5.1, the license holder shall be familiar with all pertinent and current information.   4.3.2.5.3.  Air traffic controllers shall not exercise the privileges of license or rating at an ATS unit/airport unless s/he holds a valid license and rating for the ATS unit/airport; and a valid medical assessment. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage20  Fifth Amendment,  June, 2020    4.3.2.5.4.  An air traffic controller shall not be authorized to exercise the privileges of any rating unless he maintains competency and meets the requirements for currency of rating as per paragraph 4.3.4. 4.3.2.5.5.  Each airport shall require an air traffic controller having valid rating of appropriate positions of the same airport. Air traffic controller license shall reflect both the initial issue of a rating; and the subsequent record of the ratings held at different airport. 
 
4.3.3.  Validity of ratings  A rating shall remain invalid when an air traffic controller has ceased to exercise the privilege of rating for a period of 180 days. A rating shall remain invalid until revalidated through the skill assessment by CATCO/DCATCO.  

 
4.3.4.   Currency of Rating  
4.3.4.1  The rating of a position is valid, if there is , a) a skill check in last 24 months and,  b) currency is maintained by exercising the privilege of rating for a minimum of 27 hours in total within 180 consecutive days, provided not less than 9 hours for each rating position (ADC, APP/APP-S and ACC/ACC-S) where such separate positions exist.   4.3.4.2 The maintenance of currency of an air traffic controller rating shall be the responsibility of the license holder.  
 
4.3.5.   Revalidation of ratings  4.3.5.1.  When a rating of an air traffic controller is in-valid, s/he shall apply to the ANSLicensing and Rating division, through TRPE, TIA/chief of concerned Domestic Airport  in written for the revalidation of the rating with the following documents:   a. Duly completed and signed application form (Attachment F)  b. Original copy of valid license  

 c. Copy of language proficiency certificate  d. Training report from OJTI, if applicable  e. Fee voucher, if applicable  



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage21  Fifth  Amendment,  June, 2020     4.3.5.2 The holder of an expired rating shall undergo following process for the validation of rating;   a. Less than 6 months from the date of expiry (when possessing valid license)-  Skill Assessment by DCATCO/CATCO.  b. More than 6 months to 2 years from the date of expiry (when possessing    valid license)   i. shall undergo OJT period of 40 hours for ADC, 60 hours for  ACC/ACC-S , 90 hours for APP/APP-S  ii. shall pass skill test conducted by CATCO/DCATCO iii. pass an oral test by DCATCO/ CATCO  c. More than 2 years to 4 yearsfrom the date of expiry (when possessing valid license) -Same as in initial process except license exam.   d. More than 4 yearsfrom the date of expiry/invalid license -The applicant shall meet all the requirements (except the basic ATC course) for initial issue of an ATC license.   
4.3.6.   Renewal of rating  4.3.6.1.  An Air Traffic Controller shall apply to ANS Licensing/Rating Division through TRPE, TIA / Chief of concerned Domestic Airport in written for the renewal of the rating with the following documents 30 days before the expiry of concerned rating:   a. Duly completed and signed application form (Attachment F)  b. Original copy of valid license  c. Fee voucher, if applicable  4.3.6.2  Rating shall be expired if not renewed within the period of 2 years of issuance of  such rating. 
4.3.7.   Rating examinations  
 4.3.7.1.  Rating examination is divided in two parts.  

 a. written knowledge test 
 b. Skill Assessment   

  4.3.7.2.  Written knowledge test –  
 a. A theory written test shall be conducted for the purpose of evaluating   personnel qualification requirements for ATC rating for any particular   area. Detail of the test and syllabus is on Appendix-A
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 b. Failure to obtain at least 80% marks in the written exam shall    necessitate supplementary written examination. The supplementary   examination shall not be conducted within 15 days of the first    examination   
 c.  The applicant of rating who failed on supplementary written  examination shall be forwarded to flight operation director/ airport  chief who shall be responsible for deciding if further training should  be granted prior to conducting a further written examination. 
  
  d. The written examination shall be a closed book examination.  

  Note -Written exam will only be conducted for the initial rating of a 
  particular position.  4.3.7.3.  Skill Assessment  

 a) The applicant shall have demonstrated, at a level appropriate to the privileges being granted, the skill, judgment and performance required to provide a safe, orderly, and expeditiouscontrol service.  b) Skill objectives are to be met by the assessment process in a live traffic environment. Individual achievements against these objectives must be determined by CATCO/DCATCO.  c) The skill assessment shall be conducted normally in morning, day and night shift.. The length of assessment shall be determined by CATCO/DCATCO after an evaluation of traffic density, the performance of the individual and any other any other significant factors.  i. The skill assessment for Approach/Area control SURVEILLANCE shall be carried out in accordance with skill assessment report form (Appendix-B2) and minimum pass mark shall be 80% in each subject.  ii. The skill assessment for other positions (ADC, APP, and ACC) shall be carried out in accordance with skill assessment report form (Appendix-B1) and theminimum required level of knowledge or performance level is 4 in each headings. Level of knowledge or performance denotes the following:  Level 1 - denotes "poor knowledge." Level 2 -  denotes "knowledge lacks details." Level 3 -  denotes " basic knowledge " Level 4- denotes "a thorough knowledge of the subject and the   accuracy to apply it with speed and accuracy."



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage23  Amendment No. 2  January, 2018    Level 5 -  denotes "extensive knowledge of the subject and the ability to apply procedures derived from it with judgment in the light of circumstances." d) Failure to achieve the minimum required level of knowledge or performance level 4 in each heading of the assessment checklist (Appendix B1) during skill check shall necessitate supplementary skill check which shall be conducted not earlier than7 days of the previous check. The period may be reduced at the discretion of DCATCO/CATCO. During this period, the controller shall work under the supervision of OJTI.  e) The controller who failed on supplementary skill check shall be considered as not competent to use the privilege of license and rating. . This    situation will be informed to flight operation director/ airport chiefas soon as possible and shallbe followed by written notification.  f) Before conducting the skill assessment, CATCO/DCATCO shall ensure that the candidate has:  i. passed written examination. ii. a valid medical certificate. 4.3.7.4 Oral test for the practical aspects of ATC ratings shall be a part of the skill test confined to ATC-1, ATC-2, ATC-3 ,ATC-4  and ATC-5 subjects.
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5. EXPERIENCE AND QUALIFICATION OF ON-THE-JOB 

TRAINING INSTRUCTORS AND CHECK ATCO 
 

 
5.1.     On-the-job training instructor (OJTI) and Check ATCO (CATCO)  

 
5.1.1     Introduction  5.1.1.1.  Civil Aviation Regulation-2058 requires air traffic controllers working in an operational environment to be authorized by the DGCA. Such controllers shall meet the prescribed requirements issued by the DGCA before they can be allowed to discharge their responsibilities. The objective is to ensure that OJT air traffic controllers at the operational air traffic control units receive proper on the-job training under the supervision of suitably qualified air traffic controllers (OJTI).  5.1.1.2.  In addition, air traffic controllers shall demonstrate continued competence in their duties to the desired standards as part of the licensing requirements in order to exercise the privileges of their ratings. This responsibility, to ensure air traffic controllers continue to meet the licensing requirements through evaluations and proficiency checks, has been delegated to the ANSSSD by the DGCA. The DGCA will have to be satisfied with the conduct of such proficiency checks and evaluations by the ANSSSD and ensure that these checks and evaluations are carried out by check air traffic controllers (CATCO). Therefore, air traffic controllers involved in proficiency checks and evaluations shall meet prescribed requirements specifically authorized by DGCA.   
5.1.2. Job description, minimum experience and qualification of OJTI &CATCO 
 5.1.2.1.  Air traffic controllers carrying out instruction in an operational environment are known as on-the-job training instructors (OJTIs), and air traffic controllers involved in the conduct of evaluations and proficiency checks are known as Check air traffic controller (CATCO). Such controllers shall meet the prescribed minimum experience and qualification requirements before they can be authorized to carry out their respective duties.  
5.1.3.   On-The-Job Training Instructor (OJTI)
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a) ANSP shall recommend air traffic controllers having qualification as per para 5.1.3.4 as an OJTI to ANSSSD and ANSSSD shall assess the prescribed  requirements and may endorse OJTI in holder’s license.  
b) If the airport has rated air traffic controller but has no OJTI, DGCA may exempt the experience requirements mentioned in para 5.1.3.4 (a) and assessment period as mentioned in (d) and may designate that rated air traffic controller as OJTI till completion ofrating, but not later than six months..   c) If none of the conditions as mentioned above in a) and b) can be met, to put forward initial license and rating process, DGCA may assign duty to CATCO/s to conduct necessary training to the on-the-job-trainee/s.   

Initial license and rating process will be initiated based on recommendation 
from  airport chief stating that he/she has fulfilled the requirements of 
para4.3.2.2.and training report of CATCO.  
 
Note- OJT hours starts after the completion of training by CATCO. 

 
5.1.3.2.  Duties and Responsibilities of OJTI a) OJTI shall prepare and implement detail training plan for each trainee air traffic controller as mention in MATS.. b) OJTI shall prepare ATC OJT report in the attached form (Attachment -F) and submit to the Licensing/ rating Division.  c) Essentially, the OJTI is responsible:  i. for the safety of the air traffic control service that the trainee air    traffic controller is providing under his/her supervision;  ii. to ensure that trainee air traffic controllers are competent in the use  of new standards, procedures, techniques, facilities and equipment identified as essential to task performance;  iii. to identify any deficiencies in knowledge or skill and recommending remedial training;  iv. to recommend trainee air traffic controllers as being at an appropriate level of competence where they should be successful at a rating or validation assessment;  v. to supervise air traffic controllers who have had their rating(s) suspended; and to review, monitor and propose changes to the training.



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage26  Third Amendment   May, 2019      5.1.3.4.  Minimum requirements for an OJTI: Air traffic controllers holding valid ATC license and deployed on operational assignments may be endorsed with an OJTI endorsement subject to meeting the following requirements:  a. Has active ATC experience of 5 years for TIA and 3 years for other airports. b.     Hold current ATC ratings of all positions of the same airport.  c. Has no ATS violations/near miss reports attributable to him/her during the last 1 year.  d. Has passed in rating assessment during last 2 consecutive years for TIA and 1 consecutive year for other airports.  e. Possess suitable temperament, knowledge, instructional skill and above board conduct.   5.1.3.5   Suspension and Revocation of OJTI Endorsement When an OJTI is no longer competent to provide On-the-Job Training or failed to meet any of the requirement mentioned in 5.1.3.4 Licensing  Authority may revoke or suspend his/her OJTI license endorsement, as necessary following due enquiry. 
Note- OJTI shall not exercise the privilege of OJTI until validated by CATCO. 

5.1.4.  Check ATCO (CATCO) and Designated Check ATCO (DCATCO) 
 5.1.4.1.  The ANSSSD shall recommend ATC license and rating holder within the ANS Safety Standards Department to DGCA  to be appointed as CATCO subject to the fulfillment of criteria of para 5.1.4.3. CATCO appointed under this provision is authorized to exercise the privileges of 5.1.4.5 at all airports.  5.1.4.2.  Whatsoever written in para 5.1.4.1, DGCA, as and when required, may designate an rated air traffic controller from particular airport having minimum active ATC experience of 3 yearsas Designated Check ATCO (DCATCO), subject to the   fulfillment of criteria of para 5.1.4.3.(c), (d), (e). For TIA, DGCA as an when required, may designate an rated air traffic controller as Designated Check ATCO (DCATCO) subject to the fulfillment of criteria para 5.1.4.3.  The DCATCO, is authorized to exercise the privileges to Conduct assessment of an air traffic controller for the initial issue, renewal or revalidation of the ratings under the supervision of CATCO.   Note: OJTI assigned and CATCO or DCATCO designated to conduct assessment 

check of particular person shall not be the same person. 
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Note: To maintain the validity of the rating, CATCO has to exercise the 
privilege of rating in any control position for minimum of 27 hours in 180 
consecutive days for which  s/he is rated.  c. Has no ATS violations/near miss reports attributable to him/her during the last 3 consecutive years.  

 d. Has passed in assessment during the last 3 consecutive years.    e. Has suitable temperament and above-board conduct 5.1.4.4. The Check     ATCO shall undergo recurrent training as required.  5.1.4.5.  The Check ATCO  is authorized to,  a. Exercise the privileges of an ATCO,                          b. Conduct assessment of an air traffic controller for the initial issue, renewal  or revalidation of the license and/ or ratings.  c. Inspection   d.  Investigation 
  5.1.4.6 Validity of Check ATCOapproval shall remain valid subject to the valid air traffic controller license.  5.1.4.7  Suspension of Check ATCO/DCATCO approval  a. CATCO/DCATCO approval shall be automatically suspended subject to the condition of para 4.2.7. b. CATCO/DCATCO approval shall also be suspended if the holder is found to be engaged in any misconduct and misuse of his authority during any assessment of an air traffic controller.
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6. MEDICAL ASSESSMENT 
6.1.   Class 3 Medical Assessments  
6.1.1.1. Introduction 

 The details of the medical assessment are contained in medical requirements issued by CAAN. The licensing and rating division shall also refer to the medical requirements for any details which are not mentioned in this manual. For any difference in this manual and the medical requirements; the standards of the medical requirements shall prevail.  
 6.1.1.1. An applicant for an student air traffic controller / air traffic controller license shall undergo an initial medical examination for the issue of a Class 3 Medical Assessment.  6.1.1.2. The applicant for a medical assessment shall provide the Designated Medical Examiner (DME) with a personally certified statement of the medical facts concerning personal, family and hereditary history as mentioned in applicant statement form. (APPENDIX –D).Applicants for air traffic controller license and student air traffic controller license for which medical fitness is prescribed shall state whether they have previously undergone such an examination and, if so, the date, place and result of the last examination. They shall indicate to the DME whether a medical assessment has previously been refused, revoked or suspended and, if so, the reason for such refusal, revocation or suspension.  6.1.1.3. The applicant shall be made aware of the necessity for giving a statement that is as complete and accurate as the applicant’s knowledge permits. Any false declaration to the DME made by an applicant for a license shall be reported to Air Navigation Services Safety Standards Department.  6.1.1.4. Holders of air traffic controller licenses shall have their Class 3 Medical Assessment renewed at intervals not exceeding those specified in paragraph 4.2.4.1.  

Note — In accordance with ICAO Annex 1 “Personnel licensing", Class 3 Medical 
Assessment applies to applicants for, and holders of air traffic controller licenses as 
well as student air traffic controller certificate. 

6.1.2.  Medical requirements  6.1.2.1. The holder of an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controller certificate shall not exercise the privileges of that license unless that person:
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6.1.3.   Decrease in Medical Fitness and Reporting Fitness  
 6.1.3.1. The holder of an air traffic control license and student air traffic controller license granted on the basis of medical fitness shall not be entitled to perform any of the functions to which his license relates if he knows or has reason to believe that his/her physical condition renders him/her temporarily or permanently unfit to perform such functions. S/he shall inform the ANSSSD or the Designated Medical Examiner (DME) in writing in the attached form (Appendix-Dand E), as soon as possible, if s/he: knows or has reason to believe that s/he is unfit or is suffering from any personal injury which affects his/her capacity to provide any air traffic service specified in any rating in his/her license. Decrease in medical fitness can usually be assumed to be present in the following situations:  a.  After severe illness, injuries, accident, operation, invasive procedures or hospitalization,   

 b.  Incapacitation for more than 21 days,  
 c.  Problematic use of substances or illicit drugs,  
 d.  Being pregnant   6.1.3.2. A holder of an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controller certificate shall not provide any air traffic service on receipt of information of the circumstances set out in paragraph 6.1.3.1 (a) to (d). If under any doubt, the license holder shall consult the DME on whether he/she is fit to provide the air traffic service as specified in his/her license.  

 6.1.3.3. To enable the DME to make the assessment on the medical fitness, the license holder shall submit the medical report from his/her doctor to the DME as soon as possible. The report shall include the type of medication prescribed if the treatment is continuous or prolonged.  6.1.3.4. A holder of an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controllercertificateshall not provide any air traffic service if he knows or has reason to believe that he/she is suffering from or is likely to suffer from fatigue which may render him/her unable to provide the air traffic service in a safe and proper manner.  6.1.3.5. A holder of an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controllercertificate  shall not provide any air traffic service if he/she is under the influence of any psychoactive substance which may render him unable to provide the air traffic service in a safe and proper manner. 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage30   6.1.3.6. A holder of an air traffic controller license and student air traffic controller license shall be required to undergo medical examination and assessment and be certified Medically fit before s/he exercises the privileges of his/her license.  
6.1.4.   Suspension of license on medical reason  
 6.1.4.1. In case of license holder on receiving notice in writing or through reliable source that he does not meet the medical requirement or is found to have any condition due to illness, injury or operation or sequel there from or influence of psycho-active substances or problematic use of substances or drugs, which causes or may cause incapacitation interfering with the safe performance of duties, his license may be suspended, until full medical examination and assessment is done later at pre-specified time or after he fully recovers. At that time he must submit complete medical report with diagnosis, treatment and progress from the treating doctor. If it is going to take long time, they must submit the medical report periodically, usually not later than six months, so as to maintain their record and continuity. This period of observation is usually two years at the maximum, after which it will be treated as for initial issue of license.  
6.1.5.   Provision of appeal  6.1.5.1. If the license is denied or suspended or deferred on medical ground and the applicant for or holder of license is not satisfied, he has the right of appeal to Director General, CAAN within the period of 45 days. The DGCA in turn may get second opinion.  
6.1.6.   Expired License due to Medical Reason  6.1.6.1. The air traffic controller and student air traffic controller whose license has expired due to medical reason will have to undergo medical examination and assessment and be assessed medically fit for the reissue of the license. During the medical examination he should submit full medical report of the treating physician with all the investigations and treatment and report that he has fully recovered from the medical condition. If he has missed two consecutive medical examinations from the validity period of license, his medical examination will be as in the initial issue of license and other tests may be required.  
6.1.7.   Medically unfit or deferred medical assessment  
 6.1.7.1. If the applicant for the license, whether it be initial or renewal, does not clearly meet the medical requirements or is found to have any condition due to illness, injury or operation or sequel there from or influence of psycho-active substances or problematic use of substances or drugs, which causes or may cause incapacitation interfering with the performance of duties safely, he will not pass the medical assessment. He will be certified medically unfit. However, in case of doubt, medical assessment is deferred until further evaluation is done and then after only final certification is made whether medically fit or unfit.  



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel           Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of NepalPage31  Amendment No. 2                                                                                                                                               January, 2018   APPENDIX -A  MOS-Licensing/ Rating of ATC Personnel Syllabus for Certificate/ Licensing/Rating Examination 
Paper Subject Questions Time Pass ATC-SC CAR 2, 11, ATSOM, Doc. 4444 25 30 mins. 70% ATC-L  Annex/CARs 1,2,3,10,11,14,15,19 and ICAO doc. 4444 , civil aviation requirements and the subjects as required by 4.1.1.1f)/ 4.2.1 f)  100  3 hours  80%  ATC-1  (ADC) ATC-L and practical aspects of aerodrome control and relate subjects from ATSOM ,MATS Nepal and local instructions   50  2hours  80%  ATC-2  (APP) ATC-L and practical aspects of approach control rating and relative subjects from ATSOM ,MATS Nepal and local instructions   50  2 hours  80%  ATC-3  (APP-S) ATC-L and practical aspects of approach control surveillance rating and relative subjects from AIP Nepal , ATSOM ,MATS Nepal and local instructions   50  2 hours  80%  ATC-4  (ACC) ATC-L and practical aspects of area control rating and relative subjects from ATSOM, MATS Nepal and local instructions .  50  2 hours  80%  ATC-5 (ACC-S) ATC-L and practical aspects of area control surveillance rating and relative subjects from ATSOM , MATS Nepal  and local instructions   50  2 hours  80%  

 
Note-1: ATC-L – Air traffic controller license ATC-SC – Student air traffic controller certificate 
ATC-1 – Aerodrome control rating,  ATC-2 – Approach control procedural rating,  ATC-3 -
Approach control surveillance rating, ATC-4 – Area control rating , ATC-5– Area control surveillance rating 
Note-2: For domestic controlled airports where approach control service is combined with 
aerodrome control service, ATC-1 and ATC-2 papers shall be combined with 50 questions. 
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      AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER PROFICIENCY ASSESSEMENT FORM (Aerodrome control, Area control Procedure, Approach control Procedure)  Name of ATCO:      Date of assessment : Name of CATCOs:       Position/ Shift:  

Assessment Category Grading* Remarks 
CONFLICT RECOGNITION    
CONFLICT RESOLUTION    
TRAFFIC PLANNING    
PHRASEOLOGY/COMMUNICATION    
TRAFFIC HANDLING    
E/PAPER STRIP WORK    
COORDINATION    
HUMAN FACTOR PRINCIPLES    
AIRSPACE/ PROCEDURES 
KNOWLEDGE    
FACILITY KNOWLEDGE    
SAR & EMERGENCY    
TRAINING ABILITY    
 

*Grading shall be given as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 according to the performance. Detail of grading is available 
in the backside of this form. To pass the assessment, the applicant must acquire at least 4 in each 
heading.  Mr./Ms. _____________________________________is recommended/ not recommended for initial/renewal/revalidation of aerodrome/approach/area control rating.  
 SIGNATURE ATC    SIGNATURE CATCO /DCATCO   DATE    
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CONFLICT RECOGNITION 1. Failed to recognize conflicts leading to breakdown of separation. 2.Recognisedbasic and regular conflictsbut not unusual or more complex conflicts. 3.Recognised most conflicts. Any missedwere due to high work load. 4.Recognised all conflicts but wassometimes rushed. 5.Recognised all conflicts with time toeffect resolution. CONFLICT RESOLUTION  1. Rarely produced safe resolutions leadingto separation breakdown.2. Resolution was limited to familiar and regular conflictions.3. Produced safe resolutions to all recognised conflicts but did not alwaysuse most effective method and was late to applyresolution technique 4. Produced safe resolution to all conflicts inadequate time but did not always use best methods. 5. Produced safe arid efficient resolution to all conflicts in adequate time. TRAFFIC PLANNING 1.Poor planning. Unable to cope with simple traffic changes. 2.Able to plan for routine traffic pattern only 3.Able to plan methodically but failed toconsider alternatives. 4.Planned ahead and considered alternatives. 5.Able to cope with busy and changing traffic pattern. 
PHRASEOLOGY & 
COMMUNICATIONS 1. Bad phraseologies and indistinct and hesitant delivery. 2. Used a mixture of standard and nonstandard phrases. Sometimes difficult for pilots to understand. 3. Some minor errors and communication difficulties. 4. Standard phrases used at all times. 5. All communication standard,unambiguoussandclear.  TRAFFIC HANDLING 1. Slow to handle traffic on time. 2. Kept up withroutine traffic but unabletocopywith moderate traffic causing delays. 3. Able to cope with moderate trafficwithout delay. 4. Coped with workload capably. Adopted good techniques to handle busy traffic. 5. Able to handle busytraffic byprioritising traffic and adopting defensive techniques.  E-STRIP WORK 1. Unable to maintain a functional display. 2. Display included incorrect Information. 3. Display accurate and upto data with minor errors. 4. Display accurate and up to date but with no errors but not totally clear. 5. Display accurate, clear and up to date.  
COORDINATION 1. Frequent errors made. Late ormissed coordination. Ambiguous coordination. 2. Able to cope with only routine and standard coordination. 3. Coordinated normal traffic with no or few errors. 4. All coordination completed correctly but not always in most efficient manner. 5. All coordination correct and inexpeditious manner.  HUMAN PERFORMANCE& 

LIMITATIONS 1. Poor knowledge about human performance& limitations. 2. Have some basic knowledge but fails to apply when required. 3. Average knowledge about human factor principles. 4. Good knowledge about human factor principles and threat & error management. 5. Excellent knowledge about human factor principles and threat & error management.  AI RSP ACE/ P RO CEDURE 
K NO WLEDG E 1. Poor knowledge. 2. Knowledge lacks detail. 3. Basic knowledge but has torefer to chart for detail. 4. Above average knowledge of airspace. 5. Very good knowledge of airspace and all relevant procedures.  

FACILITY KNOWLEDGE. 1. Poor understanding of facility location, function and control. 2. Has basic knowledge of facilities but lacks detail. 3. Has understanding of most significant facilities in routine use. 4. Has anadequate knowledge of all operational facilities. 5. Has an above average and detailed knowledge of all operational facilities.   
SAR & EMERGENCY 1. Failed to respond to abnormal situations. 2. Aware of abnormal situations but unable to make correct response. 3. Identified correct response, but slow to implement. 4. Analyzed the situation well and responded correctly. 5. Reacted quickly and correctly.  TRAINING ABILITY 1. Knowledge, enthusiasm and personality unsuited for training role. 2. Experience too limited for training role. 3. Suitable for training role with further Instruction and operational exposure. 4.Suitable for training role with only minor reservations. 5. A person well suited to the training role in all respects,  

 
COMMENT BY CATCO/DCATCO 
COMMENT BY ATCO- 
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APPENDIX – B2  
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT FORM 

APPROACH /AREA SURVEILLANCE (RADAR) 
 Name of ATCO:       Date of assessment : Name of CATCOs:       Shift:  

Subject Marks 
Allotted Marks 

Obtained Remarks Radar Identification Method  20    Maintaining Identity  10    Radar Service Termination  5    Radar Separation  10    Validation of Mode C Readout  5    Radar Handoff 5    Radar Acceptance 5    E/Paper Strip Work 5    Phraseology  5    Thoroughness  10    Grasping Operational Status of Equipment  5    ASD Alignment  5    Keyboard Operation  5    Communication Technique  5    Total  100    
 Mr./Ms. _______________________________________________ is recommended/ not recommended for initial/renewal/revalidation of approach/areasurveillance rating.   SIGNATURE ATC  SIGNATURE of CATCO/ DCATCO :DATE
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LEVEL  

PRONUNCIATION 
Assumes a dialect 
and/or accent 
intelligible to the 
aeronautical 
community.  

STRUCTURE 
Relevant grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns are 
determined by 
language functions 
appropriate to the task.  VOCABULARY  FLUENCY  COMPREHENSION  INTERACTIONS  

  Levels 4, 5 and 6 are on preceding page.    
 

Preoperational  
3  

Pronunciation, stress, 
rhythm, and intonation 
are influenced by the 
first language or 
regional variation and 
frequently interfere 
with ease of 
understanding.  

Basic grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns 
associated with 
predictable situations 
are not always well 
controlled. Errors 
frequently interfere 
with meaning.  

Vocabulary range and 
accuracy are often 
sufficient to 
communicate on 
common, concrete, or 
work-related topics, 
but range is limited 
and the word choice 
often inappropriate. Is 
often unable to 
paraphrase 
successfully when 
lacking vocabulary.  

Produces stretches of 
language, but phrasing 
and pausing are often 
inappropriate. 
Hesitations or slowness 
in language processing 
may prevent effective 
communication. Fillers 
are sometimes 
distracting.  

Comprehension is often 
accurate on common, 
concrete, and work- related 
topics when the accent or 
variety used is sufficiently 
intelligible for an 
international community of 
users. May fail to 
understand a linguistic or 
situational complication or 
an unexpected turn of 
events.  

Responses are 
sometimes immediate, 
appropriate, and 
informative. Can initiate 
and maintain exchanges 
with reasonable ease on 
familiar topics and in 
predictable situations. 
Generally inadequate 
when dealing with an 
unexpected turn of 
events.  

 
Elementary  

2  

Pronunciation, stress, 
rhythm, and intonation 
are heavily influenced 
by the first language or 
regional variation and 
usually interfere with 
ease of understanding.  

Shows only limited 
control of a few simple 
memorized 
grammatical structures 
and sentence patterns.  

Limited vocabulary 
range consisting only 
of isolated words and 
memorized phrases.  

Can produce very short, 
isolated, memorized 
utterances with frequent 
pausing and a distracting 
use of fillers to search for 
expressions and to 
articulate less familiar 
words.  

Comprehension is limited to 
isolated, memorized phrases 
when they are carefully and 
slowly articulated.  

Response time is slow 
and often inappropriate. 
Interaction is limited to 
simple routine 
exchanges.   

 
Pre-elementary  

1  

Performs at a level 
below the Elementary 
level.  

Performs at a level 
below the Elementary 
level.  

Performs at a level 
below the Elementary 
level.  

Performs at a level below 
the Elementary level.  

Performs at a level below 
the Elementary level.  

Performs at a level 
below the Elementary 
level. 
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LEVEL 

PRONUNCIATION 
Assumes a dialect 
and/or accent 
intelligible to the 
aeronautical 
community.  

STRUCTURE 
Relevant grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns are 
determined by 
language functions 
appropriate to the task.  VOCABULARY  FLUENCY  COMPREHENSION  INTERACTIONS  

 
Expert 

6 

Pronunciation, stress, 
rhythm, and intonation, 
though possibly 
influenced by the first 
language or regional 
variation, almost never 
interfere with ease of 
understanding.  

Both basic and 
complex grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns are 
consistently well 
controlled.  

Vocabulary range and 
accuracy are sufficient 
to communicate 
effectively on a wide 
variety of familiar and 
unfamiliar topics. 
Vocabulary is 
idiomatic, nuanced, 
and sensitive to 
register.  

Able to speak at length 
with a natural, 
effortless flow. Varies 
speech flow for stylistic 
effect, e.g. to 
emphasize a point. 
Uses appropriate 
discourse markers and 
connectors 
spontaneously.  

Comprehension is 
consistently accurate in 
nearly all contexts and 
includes comprehension of 
linguistic and cultural 
subtleties.  

Interacts with ease in 
nearly all situations. Is 
sensitive to verbal and 
non-verbal cues and 
responds to them 
appropriately.  

 
Extended 

5 

Pronunciation, stress, 
rhythm, and intonation, 
though influenced by 
the first language or 
regional variation, 
rarely interfere with 
ease of understanding.  

Basic grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns are 
consistently well 
controlled. Complex 
structures are 
attempted but with 
errors which 
sometimes interfere 
with meaning.  

Vocabulary range and 
accuracy are sufficient 
to communicate 
effectively on common, 
concrete, and work-
related topics. 
Paraphrases 
consistently and 
successfully. 
Vocabulary is 
sometimes idiomatic.  

Able to speak at length 
with relative ease on 
familiar topics but may 
not vary speech flow 
as a stylistic device. 
Can make use of 
appropriate discourse 
markers or connectors.  

Comprehension is accurate 
on common, concrete, and 
work-related topics and 
mostly accurate when the 
speaker is confronted with a 
linguistic or situational 
complication or an 
unexpected turn of events. 
Is able to comprehend a 
range of speech varieties 
(dialect and/or accent) or 
registers.  

Responses are 
immediate, appropriate, 
and informative. 
Manages the 
speaker/listener 
relationship effectively.  
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Operational 

4 

Pronunciation, stress, 
rhythm, and intonation 
are influenced by the 
first language or 
regional variation but 
only sometimes 
interfere with ease of 
understanding.  

Basic grammatical 
structures and 
sentence patterns are 
used creatively and are 
usually well controlled. 
Errors may occur, 
particularly in unusual 
or unexpected 
circumstances, but 
rarely interfere with 
meaning.   

Vocabulary range and 
accuracy are usually 
sufficient to 
communicate 
effectively on common, 
concrete, and work-
related topics. Can 
often paraphrase 
successfully when 
lacking vocabulary in 
unusual or unexpected 
circumstances.  

Produces stretches of 
language at an 
appropriate tempo. 
There may be 
occasional loss of 
fluency on transition 
from rehearsed or 
formulaic speech to 
spontaneous 
interaction, but this 
does not prevent 
effective 
communication. Can 
make limited use of 
discourse markers or 
connectors. Fillers are 
not distracting.  

Comprehension is mostly 
accurate on common, 
concrete, and work- related 
topics when the accent or 
variety used is sufficiently 
intelligible for an 
international community of 
users. When the speaker is 
confronted with a linguistic 
or situational complication 
or an unexpected turn of 
events, comprehension may 
be slower or require 
clarification strategies.  

Responses are usually 
immediate, appropriate, 
and informative. 
Initiates and maintains 
exchanges even when 
dealing with an 
unexpected turn of 
events. Deals 
adequately with 
apparent 
misunderstandings by 
checking, confirming, or 
clarifying.   

   Levels 1, 2 and 3 are on subsequent page    



 MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel                        Third Edition: August 2015  Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal                            Page 38 Amendment No. 6  July, 2020  CIVILAVIATION AUTHORITY OFNEPAL  APPLICATIONANDSTATEMENTFORM  ATTACHMENT:A- 1/6  Complete thispage fully usinga blackballpointpenand inblockletters. See instructionpage for details.  1.Full Name: 2.Date of birth: 3.Gender:   4.Address:        5.Nationality: Male  /   Female /  Others  Tel/Mobile:    E–mail:    6. Occupation: 7.Employer/Airline nameandaddress: 8.Familyphysician’s or A irline Doctor’s     Name:       Address:       Tel/Mobile:   E–mail:   9.AviationLicenceheld(type): 10.Total flighttime: 11.Last Medicalexamination:  Date: Place: Licencenumber :  Countryissue: Hours 12.Anylimitations on Licence/Medical certificate: Yes / No 13.Haveyoueverhadanaviationmedicalassessmentdenied,suspendedorrevoked        byanyLicensingauthority?             Yes       /         No Ifyes,details:               Ifyes,        Date:                                              Place:        Details: 14.Anyaircraftaccident or reportedincident:    Yes  /  No 15.Aircraftcurrentlyflown(e.g.Pistonengine,Turboprop,Jet): Ifyes, Date:                                           Place: Details: 16.Type of application:   17.Class of medicalassessmentappliedfor: 18.Type of flying intended:   Initial     /     Renewal     / Others I    /     II    /   III     /     Others Single–crew /   Multi–crew        Commercial /    Instructor / Private 19.Do yousmoketobaccoproducts? 20.Do youdrink alcoholicbeverages? Yes    /     No Ifyes,stateaverage weeklyintakein units 21.Do youcurrentlyuseanymedication,includingnon- prescribed medicationor psychoactivesubstances? Yes    /  No  Ifyes,statename of medication, Datecommenced: Dailyor weeklydose: Cause (Diagnosis): Never Previously:  Datestopped Currently :  Statetype: Amount: Number of years: 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel                                             Third Edition: August 2015       Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal                            Page 39 Amendment No. 6  July, 2020   22. General and Medicalhistory: Doyouhave,or haveyou ever had,anyof thefollowing? YESor Nomust be tickedafter eachquestion. ElaborateYESanswers in the REMARKSsection (23)anddiscuss themwiththemedical examiner.  Yes No  Yes No   Yes No 101.Eyedisorders/eyesurgery   117. Neurologicaldisorders: stroke,epilepsy,seizure, paralysis, etc.    Females Only   133. Gynecological disorder (including menstrual)   102. Spectacles and /or contact lens everworn   118. Psychological/psychiatrictrouble of anysort   134. Areyoupregnant?   103. Spectacle/contactlens/ changesince lastmedicalexam   119.Alcohol/drug/substanceabuse    104. Hayfever,other allergy   120.Attempted suicide   Familyhistory of   105.Asthma,lung disease   121.Motion sickness requiringmedication   135. Heartdisease   106. Heartor vasculardisease   122.Anemia/sicklecelltrait/other blood Disorder   136. High blood  pressure   107. High or lowbloodpressure   123. Malaria or other tropical disease   137. Dyslipidemia   108.Kidneystone or bloodinurine   124. PositiveHIV test   138.Epilepsy   109. Diabetes,hormone disorder   125. Sexuallytransmitteddisease   139.Mentalillness   110. Stomach,liver or intestinal Trouble   126.Admissionto hospital   140. Diabetes   111. Deafness,eardisease   127.Anyother illness or injury   141.Tuberculosis   112. Nose or throat disease or speech   128. Visitto medicalpractitioner since last   142. Allergy/asthma/eczema   113. Headinjuryor concussion   129.Refusal of lifeinsurance   143.Inheriteddisorder   114.Frequentor severeheadaches   130.Refusal of issue or revocationof aviation licence   144.Glaucoma   115. Dizziness or faintingspells   131.Medical rejection from or for military service    116. Unconsciousness for anyreason   132. Awardof pensionor compensation for  injuryor illness       24.DECLARATION: IherebydeclarethatIhavecarefullyconsideredthestatementsIhavemadeaboveandthattothebestofmy belief,theyarecomplete andcorrect.Ifurtherdeclare thatIhavenotwithheldanyrelevantinformation ormadeanymisleading statements.IunderstandthatifIhave madeanyfalse ormisleadingstatementinconnectionwiththisapplication,theAuthoritymay refusetograntmeaMedicalAssessment ormaywithdraw anyMedicalAssessment grantedwithoutprejudice toanyotherlegal action. CONSENTTORELEASEOFMEDICALINFORMATION: Iherebygivemyconsentthatallrelevantmedicalinformationmaybereleased andsubmitted totheCivilAviationMedicalAssessoroftheLicensingAuthorityandCivilAviationMedicalAssessormayreleasethis medicalinformationtorelevantdoctor/authorityifdeemednecessary. NOTE:Medicalconfidentialitywillberespectedatalltimes.  ..................         .................................     .................................................. 23.Remarks:Ifpreviouslyreportedandunchanged,state 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel                                             Third Edition: August 2015       Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal                            Page 40 Amendment No. 6  July, 2020   Date         Signature of Applicant  Signature of Designated Medical Examiner(Witness)  CLINICAL EXAMINATION:  Normal Abnormal  Normal Abnormal 13)  Head,face, neck,scalp   22)  Anus,rectum (examineifapplicable)   14)  Mouth,throat, teeth   23)  Genito– urinarysystem (examineif applicable)   15)  Nose,sinuses   24)  Endocrine system   16)  Ears   25)  Upper and lower limbs, joints   17)  Eyes   26)  Spine,other musculoskeletal   18)  Lungs,chest,breasts (indicateif breastsnotexamined)   27)  Nervous system   19)  Heart   28)  Psychiatric   20)  Vascular system   29)  Skinandlymphaticsystem   21)  Abdomen, hernia, liver,spleen   30)  Generalsystem   31)  Anyother relevantobservation or findings: 32)  Identifying marks, tattoos,scars,etc: 33)  Notes: Describeeveryabnormal finding.Enter applicableitemnumber beforeeachcomment. 34) EAR,NOSE,THROAT AND HEARING(ATTACHMENT: A- 3/6) Medical    Examination    Form    (Ear,    Nose,    Throat    and    Hearing)    filled    in    by    Specialist    Medical    Examiner Dr.……….………………………………………………………… ondate ……………………………isattached 35) EYE,VISUAL ACUITYANDCOLOR PERCEPTION(ATTACHMENT: A-4/6  ATTACHMENT- A-2/6       1) Name:   2) Date of Birth:  3) Sex:           Male  /  Female 4) Type of application:  5) Class of medicalassessmentappliedfor: 6) Type of flying intended:  Initial /   Renewal  / Others  I/  II /   III    /   Others  Single–crew /  Multi–crew        Commercial / Instructor/  Private 7) Height  (in  cm)/ Weight(inkg): 8) BMI: 9) EyeColor: 10)  Hair Color: 11)  BloodPressure–seated mm Hg 12)  Pulse–resting:       Systolic Diastolic Rate(bpm): Rhythm:       Regular/       Irregular CIVILAVIATION AUTHORITY OFNEPAL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONFORM Foruseby DesignatedMedicalExaminer 
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        1) Name:  2) Date ofBirth:  3) Sex:          Male / Female 4) Type ofapplication: 5) Class ofmedicalassessmentappliedfor: 6) Type offlyingintended:  Initial/Renewal /  Others  I / II /    III  /    Oth ers  Single–crew /   Multi–crew       Commercial / Instructor /   Private 

 

 
 38)Audiometry                     500        1000      2000      3000           4000         8000 Right ear dB loss  (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) left ear dB loss  (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) (        ) 39)Remarks,ifany:  Icertify thattheapplicant   MEETS     /    DOESNOT MEET  themedicalstandardsprescribedinMedicalRequirement,CAAN in  Ear,Nose,ThroatandHearingfor    INITIAL/   RENEWAL/  OTHERfor  CLASSI /   II  /  III  medicalcertificate.  If not, specify………………………………………………………………………………………….….......……………………………….  Name ofSpecialist MedicalExaminer:……………………………………………..………Signature:……………………………. Place ofexamination: ......................................................                                                       Date:........................................                                                                                                                            ATTACHMENT- A-3/6    Normal Describe abnormality in detail, use additional sheetifnecessary& attachtothis form Yes No 14)Mouth,throat,teeth    15)Nose,sinuses   16)Ears (especiallyeardrumappearance andmobility)   36)Anyotherrelevant observation or findings   37)Hearing test,backturnedtoexaminer Whisperedvoice Conversationalvoice Rinne’sTest WeberTest Rightear Leftear 1m  2m         CIVILAVIATION AUTHORITY OFNEPAL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONFORM (Specialist- Ear, Nose, Throat and Hearing Foruseby DesignatedMedicalExaminer 



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel                                             Third Edition: August 2015       Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal                           Page 44 Amendment No. 6  July, 2020   45) Intermediate vision:N14at 100 cm  Uncorrected  Glass ContactLenses Righteye  Correctedto   Lefteye  Correctedto   Both eyes  Correctedto   46) Near vision:N5at30-50cm  Uncorrected  Glass ContactLenses Righteye  Correctedto   Lefteye  Correctedto   Both eyes  Correctedto   47) Spectacles 48)ContactLens Yes No Yes No Type: unifocal/bifocal/varifocal/ look-over Type: hard/soft/gaspermeable/disposable 49) Color Perception Normal       /          Abnormal Pseudo-isochromatic plates Type: No. of plates : No. of errors : 50)Remarks,if any Icertify thattheapplicant   MEETS     /    DOESNOT MEET  themedicalstandards prescribedinMedicalRequirement,CAAN in Eye,VisualAcuityandColorPerceptionforINITIAL/ RENEWAL/OTHERforCLASSI /II/IIImedicalcertificate. If not,specify……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  Name of SpecialistMedicalExaminer:……………………………………………..………Signature:……………………………. Place of examination:......................................................                                                        Date:........................................ ATTACHMENT- A-4/6   1) Name:  2) Date of Birth:  3) Sex:          Male  /  Female 4) Type of application 5) Class of medicalassessment appliedfor: 6) Type of flying intended:  Initial /  Renewal  /  Others  I/  II /   III    /   Others  Single–crew /  Multi–crew       Commercial / Instructor/  Private  Normal Describeabnormalityindetail,useadditional sheet ifnecessary&attach tothis form Yes No 40)Eyes–orbitandadnexa;visual fields    41)Eyes –ocular motility;nystagmus,eyemusclebalance   42)Eyes–pupilsandopticfundi   43) Anyother relevantobservationorfindings      44)  Distantvision at6 m Uncorrected  Glass ContactLenses Righteye  Correctedto   Lefteye  Correctedto   Both eyes  Correctedto        CIVILAVIATION AUTHORITY OFNEPAL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONFORM Specialist Eye,VisualAcuityandColorPerception)  For use by Specialist Medical Examiner  



MOS Licensing/Rating of ATC Personnel                                             Third Edition: August 2015       Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal                                                                                                Page 44 Amendment No. 6, July 2020                                                                  CIVILAVIATION AUTHORITY OFNEPAL               ATTACHMENT:A- 5/6 MEDICAL ASSESSMENT FORM   Foruseby CivilAviationMedicalAssessor Part A Full Name: Sex:  Male/ Female Date of birth: Address Contact details Mobile: Airline: Family physician's or Airlines Doctor's Name: Address (Clinic/Hospital): Mobile: E-mai:l Total flight hours: Total flight hours since last medical: Last Medical examination: Date/Place  Any aircraft accident or reported inciden?             Yes/No If yes, Details, Date & Place Any inflight incapacitation?                                       Yes/No  If yes, Details, Date & Place: Part B Aviationmedicalassessmentpreviouslydenied, suspended or revoked by any Licensing authority?    Yes/No  If yes,Details,Date&Place:  Medicaleventsorillnessanytime:                              Yes/No Any abnormalfindingsin“ApplicationandStatementForm”andin “MedicalExaminationForms”:  Yes/No Limitations/RestrictiononLicence/Medical Assessment previously prescribed?                     Yes/No If yes,Details: Assessment,Remarks,Recommendation: Anycommunicationtotheapplicant: PartC   \ I    RECOMMEND  /    DO NOTRECOMMEND    for   INITIAL  /   RENEWAL /   OTHERlicenceas the applicant MEETS /  DOES NOT MEET  the medicalstandardsprescribedinMedicalRequirements,CAANforCLASS I /  II /III Medical Certificate. Date:                                                                                                                      ............................         Signature CivilAviation MedicalAssessorLimitations: 
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ThisApplicationandStatementForm,allattachedReportFormsandpaperswillbetransmittedtotheMedicalAssessor 
oftheLicensingAuthority.Medical confidentialitywill berespected at alltimes.TheApplicant must personallytickor circle 
orcompleteinfullallquestions(boxes)ontheApplicationandStatementForm. WritingmustbeinBlockletterswitha blackballpoint penand must 
belegible.If more space isrequiredtoanswerany question,use aplain sheetofpaperand signwiththedate. 

NOTICE:Failureto complete theApplicationand StatementFormin full ortowritelegiblywillresult theformnotbeing 
accepted.MakingFalseorMisleadingstatementsor Withholdingrelevantinformationinrespectofthisapplicationmay 
resultincriminalprosecution,refusalofthisapplicationand/orwithdrawalofanyMedicalAssessment(s)previously granted. 

1.     FULLNAME: 2.     DATEOFBIRTH: 
Statenameinfull. Specifyin order:day(DD),month(MM), year(YYYY)innumerals, 

Example:22-08-1960. 
3.     GENDER: 4.     ADDRESS: 
Tick appropriateitem. State mainplace of residence, with contact details, telephonenumberand 

e-mail address. 

5.      NATIONALITY: 6.     OCCUPATION: 
Statenameofcountryofcitizenship Stateoccupation. 
7.     EMPLOYER/AIRLINE: 8.     FAMILY  PHYSICIAN’S  AND/OR  AIRLINE  DOCTOR”S 
Stateprincipalemployer. NAMEANDADDRESS(ifapplicable). 

Providecontactdetailsoffamilyphysicianor airlinedoctor. 

9.     AVIATOINLICENCEHELD(TYPE): 10.   TOTALFLIGHTTIME (HOURS): 
Write Licencenumber and country of issue. Provide information 
concerning License already held. 

For pilots, state total number of hours flown in an operatingcapacity.For 
others, write “Notapplicable. 

11.   LASTMEDICALEXAMINATION: 12.   ANY  LIMITATIONS  ON  THE  LICENCE/  MEDICAL 

Statedate(day/month/year)andplace(city/townandcountry) CERTIFICATE: 
oflastaviationmedicalexamination. ProvidedetailsofanylimitationsonyourLicence(s) and/or 

medicalcertificate(s),e.g.correctinglenses,validday-timeonly,multi-pilot 
operationsonly 

13.HAVEYOUEVERHADANAVIATIONMEDICALASSESSMENT 14.ANYAIRCRAFTACCIDENTOR REPORTEDINCIDENT: 

If“Yes”providedetails.Ifalreadygiveninearlierstatement,state so. 
DENIED,  SUSUPENDEDOR  REVOKED  BY  ANY  LICENSING 
AUTHORITY? 
Tick “Yes” if you have ever had a Medical Assessment denied, 
suspendedorrevoked,eveniftemporarily.Providethedate,placeand 
details,and discusswiththe medicalexaminer. 
15. AIRCRAFTCURRENTLYFLOWN: 16.TYPEOFAPPLICATION: 

Tickappropriate item.Tick“initial”ifthisisyourfirstapplicationto this 
Licensingauthority, evenif you hold other similar Licence 
issuedbyanotherLicensingauthority.Mentionvalidation offoreign 
licence,ifapplicable 

Statethenameofaircraftcurrentlyflowne.g.Pistonengine,Turbo 
prop,Jet etc. 

17.CLASSOF MEDICALASSESSMENTAPPLIEDFOR: 18.TYPEOF FLYINGINTENDED: 

Providedetailsofintendedflyinge.g.Singlecrewor Multicrew; 
Commercial,Instructor,Private.WriteNAifnotapplicable. 

Tick appropriateitem. 

19.DO YOUSMOKETOBACCOPRODUCTS? 

Tick applicablebox.Currentsmokersshouldstatetypeand amounte.g.20cigarettesper day; pipe, 30 grams weekly. 

20.DO YOUDRINKALCOHOLICBEVERAGES? 
StateaverageweeklyintakeinunitsExample:10 units/wk,20 units/wk(spirits,beer,wine). Note:1 
unit =10g ofalcohol. 
1unitcorrespondsto30mlofspirits,100mlofwineand 300ml of beer.Spiritsincludewhisky,brandy,gin,rum,vodka.  
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medicationsprescribedbyamedicalpractitionerandalsonon-prescribedmedicatione.g.herbalremedies,medicationsboughtwithoutprescription. 
If“Yes”isticked, providedetails:name ofmedication,datetreatment was commenced,daily/weeklydoseandtheconditionorproblemforwhichthe 
medicationistaken.Psychoactivesubstancesincludeopioids,cannabinoids,cocaine, sedatives,hypnotics,hallucinogens,psychostimulantsetc. 

 

 

ANAPPLICANTHASTHERIGHTTO REFUSEANYEXAMINATIONAND TESTANDTOREQUESTREFERRALTOTHE 
AUTHORITY.HOWEVER, THIS MAYENTAILTEMPORARYDENIALOFMEDICALCERTIFICATION

22. GENERAL AND MEDICAL HISTORY: 
 
All items from 101 to 132 and 135 to 144 must have answers “Yes” or “No” ticked in appropriate boxes. Items 133 and 134 to be ticked by females 
only. Do not tick “Yes” to a occasional self limiting, mild illnesses like common cold, aches, pains etc. 
 

23.REMARKS: 
For yes on any of the items in 22, kindly elaborate. 
If the information has been reported to in previous Application and Statement Form to the Licencing authority issuing the Medical Assessment 
applied for and there has been no change in your condition, you may state “Previously reported, Unchanged”. However you must tick “Yes” for that 
condition. 

24.  DECLARATION AND CONSENT TO RELEASE OFMEDICAL INFORMATION: 
Do not sign or date this section until indicated to do so by the Designated Medical Examiner who will act as witness and sign also. 
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DECREASE IN MEDICAL FITNESS 

 NOTIFICATION OF PREGNANCY / ILLNESS / INJURY Pertaining to PELR 2010, an ATC License holder who suffers a personal illness/injury that involves incapacity to undertake air traffic control duties, or in the case of a woman, believed to be pregnant, is required to inform the Licensing division immediately. The illness/injury is generally associated with any condition “which require continued treatment with prescribed medication or which has required hospital treatment”.   Name of License Holder    ATC License No.    Validity   Station    Date of illness / injury    Illness / Injury Type (Please tick as relevant)   

 Pregnancy *   Gastro-intestinal  
 Heart abnormality   Eye surgery  
 Kidney problem   Broken bones  
 Neural disorder   Others (Please specify)  
 Head injury   

 2. * Declaration of fitness: (pregnant ATC License holder)  After medical assessment, I hereby confirm that the above-named is fit to continue with ATC duties up to week ………… gestation period with / without limitations.  Limitations:   3. [Other than pregnancy]  Comments on illness / injury:   Signature: -  Civil Aviation Medical Assessor:  - (Official Stamp)   Date:  
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Application for initial/ renewal/ revalidation of ATC License/ Student ATC Certificate/ Rating PERSONNEL DETAILS OF THE APPLICANT 

 Full Name (in block letters) : Sex:  Date of Birth:  Address: –  License No (if applicable):  Validity of Class IIIMedical Certificate:  Validity of rating (if applicable):  License No. (if applicable):  Validity of English language proficiency (if applicable):  If the application is for the issue/ renew/ revalidation of rating, please mark accordingly,  Aerodrome Control (ADC)                                                          AIRPORT : -- Approach Control Procedural (APP-P)                              Area Control (ACC) Approach Control Procedural (APP-S) Area Control Procedural (ACC-S) DECLARATION  I hereby apply for initial/ renewal/ revalidation of ATClicense/ Student ATC Certificate/ Rating and certify that all particulars given on this form are correct to the best of my belief and knowledge; and since the date on which I was medically examined, I have not suffered from any defect, disability or disease.  
 Signature of applicant -       Date   FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY   
Check documentation: Certificate/License/ Rating issued: Copy of class III medical assessment certificate Copy of basic training certificate- Copy of academic qualification Report from OJTI  Language proficiency certificate  Fee voucher, if applicable  Name of CATCO/DCATCO:                                                          Signature:                                                 Date:  Photo 
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Civil Aviation Authority of Nepal Air Traffic Controller Training Report 

(to be filled by the OJTI) 
A. Position -ADC/ APP/ APP-S/ ACC /ACC-S 
B. PERSONAL DETAILS OF THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER  Full Name :- Date of attachment :- From -                          To- Minimum hours required - Hours completed - 
 
C. PROGRESS REPORT (ADC, APP, ACC)   Knowledge On  CONFLICT RECOGNITION   CONFLICT RESOLUTION   TFC. PLANNING.   TFC. HANDLING   COORDINATION   AIRSPACE/ PROCEDURES.   PHRASEOLOGY/ COM. TECHNIQUES   E-STRIP WORK   FACILITIES   LETTER OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN ADJACENT ACC'S/ UNITS   SAR & EMERGENCY   HUMAN FACTORS & LIMITATIONS    
D. PROGRESS REPORT (APP-S) -Knowledge on,  
GENERAL  PROGRESS  RADAR  PROGRESS  CONFLICT RECOGNITION   ASD ALIGNMENT   CONFLICT RESOLUTION   KEY BOARD OPERATION   TFC. PLANNING   RADAR IDENTIFICATION METHOD   TFC. HANDLING   MAINTAINING IDENTITY   AIRSPACE   RADAR TERMINATION   PROCEDURES   RADAR SEPERATION   COORDINATION   VALIDATION OF MODE C READ OUT   E-STRIP WORK   RADAR HANDOFF  SAR & EMERGENCY   RADAR ACCEPTANCE  COMMUNICATION TECH.   PHRASEOLOGY    

E. OJTI’S EVALUATION  
F. OJTI’S COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS, IF ANY    OJTI's NAME -     SIGNATURE -   DATE 
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     APPENDIX H    
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